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Abstract. Anomalies in the abundance measurements of short lived radionuclides in meteorites
indicate that the protosolar nebulae was irradiated by a large number of energetic particles
(E>∼ 10MeV), often called solar cosmic rays. The particle flux of the contemporary Sun cannot
explain these anomalies, but, similar to T Tauri stars, the young Sun was more active and proba-
bly produced enough high energy particles. However, the stellar particle (SP) flux of young stars
is essentially unknown. We model the impact of high-energy ionization sources on the chemistry
of the circumstellar environment (disks and envelopes). The model includes X-ray radiative
transfer and makes use of particle transport models to calculate the individual molecular hydro-
gen ionization rates. We study the impact on the chemistry via the ionization tracers HCO+ and
N2H

+. We argue that spatially resolved observations of those molecules combined with detailed
models allow for disentangling the contribution of the individual high-energy ionization sources
and to put constraints on the SP flux in young stars.
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1. Introduction & Methods

Our Sun can accelerate particles to energies similar to galactic cosmic rays
(E>∼ 10MeV), hence this stellar energetic particles (SP) are also called solar cosmic
rays. Abundance measurements of short-lived radionuclides in meteorites indicate that
the protosolar nebulae experienced an about 105 times higher SP flux than the Sun pro-
duces nowadays (see e.g. Feigelson et al. 2002, Gounelle et al. 2006). Similar to T Tauri
stars (young solar analogues) the young Sun was likely more active and was probably
able to produce the SP flux required to explain the abundance anomalies measured in
meteorites. This scenario is also supported by the observed high X-ray luminosities of
T Tauri stars (Güdel et al. 2007). However, contrary to X-rays, the SP flux in T Tauri
stars cannot be directly measured, and is not well constrained.
We present 2D radiation-thermo chemical models to study the impact of SPs on the ion-

ization structure of the circumstellar environment. We use PRODIMO (PROtoplanetary
DIsk MOdel, Woitke et al. 2009, Kamp et al. 2017) to calculate the temperature struc-
ture, chemical abundances and to produce synthetic observables. We include the main
H2 ionization sources: X-rays, galactic cosmic-rays (CR) and SPs. To calculate the H2

ionization rate we use X-ray radiative transfer (Rab et al. 2018) and make use of particle
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Figure 1. Synthetic N2H
+J = 3− 2 integrated intensity maps for an envelope model (Class

0/I) without SP irradiation (left panel) and the same model with SPs (right panel).

transport models (Padovani et al. 2009). This allows us to study the individual con-
tributions of the ionization agents to the total ionization rate and on the chemistry of
observable molecules such as HCO+ and N2H

+.

2. Results & Conclusions

In Rab et al. (2017), we show that SPs can be the dominant H2 ionization source in
the upper layers of a protoplanetary disk. Differently to X-rays and CRs, SPs cannot
penetrate down to the midplane as they originate close to the star and are not scattered
towards the midplane. With observations of two molecules, HCO+, which traces the upper
disk layers and N2H

+, which traces deeper layers of the disk, it is therefore possible to
measure the impact of SPs and to constrain the SP flux in young stars.
Herschel observations of Ceccarelli et al. (2014) for the deeply embedded Class 0

protostar OMC-2 FIR 4 show very low HCO+/N2H
+ line ratios. They explained their

observations with a strongly elevated H2 ionization rate of 10−14 − 10−12 s−1, produced
by a high flux of SPs. We used the same approach as for our disk models but now for
an envelope structure (see Rab et al. 2017a for details) to simulate the conditions for
embedded sources. We find that indeed a high SP flux is required to reproduce the low
HCO+/N2H

+ ratios observed by Ceccarelli et al. (2014). In Fig. 1, we present ALMA sim-
ulations for this model showing that spatially resolved N2H

+ observations should clearly
show the signatures of SP ionization in embedded sources. We plan to also include dif-
ferent particle transport methods in our model (e.g. Rodgers-Lee et al. 2017) to test if
they produce yet other observable signatures.
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